
Premier Reporting
For data-driven businesses that require additional 
reporting capabilities, Gotransverse gives direct 
access to usage, billing, and receivables data that 
can be used with your preferred reporting solution, 
helping you visualize and share the data that drives 
your business, and to combine data sets for more 
wholistic data analytics.

Premier Reporting Overview
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Key Features

 � Direct access to your data

 � Use any reporting tool

 � Combine with other data setsData without Limitations

Go beyond the standard reports that come with Gotransverse, to Premier Reporting, which gives you direct 
access to your data through a Snowflake data lake. Get faster reports, across all your Gotransverse data, 
including core and microservices data. Send your data directly to a company-wide data lake in use to pull 
other business reports or Gotransverse can work with you on a Gotransverse data lake to setup reporting 
customized to your needs.

Preferred Data Visualization Tool

Many organizations have company-wide reporting tools used to report back to the business. Use Premier 
Reporting to give popular reporting tools like Tableau, Microsoft Power BI, Qlik Sense, and more direct access 
to your billing and revenue management data. Get all of your reports in one place.

Insights Across Your Business

Make stronger, quicker business decisions by combining your billing and revenue recognition data with 
other important business data like your CRM, CPQ, and ERP data. The potential is limitless — get detailed 
profitability and growth dashboards by adding your ERP data, get detailed campaign dashboards that go 
from click to revenue, and more. 
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About Gotransverse
Gotransverse provides cloud-based software that enables companies in 
any industry to operate as a subscription business model, including the 
often challenging aspects of usage-based pricing and monetization at 
massive scale. Founded by globally recognized billing experts, we offer an 
intelligent billing and subscription management platform that automates 
the subscription order-to-cash process, including billing, rating, collections, 
mediation, analytics, and revenue recognition. Gotransverse was founded in 
2008 and is headquartered in Austin, TX. 
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Request a Demo
Ready to get started?
Get a customized demo with a billing expert.

Partner Ecosystem

Our diverse partner ecosystem allows our customers 
to leverage solutions from a wide range of vendors 
and system integrators across the entire technology 
stack. By partnering with an ecosystem of the leading 
platforms for everything from CRMs, ERPs, tax software 
and payment processors, Gotransverse unlocks the 
power of your data.

Expertise In Complex Billing

Enterprise pricing, billing, monetization and cloud 
technology domain expertise runs deep throughout the 
Gotransverse team. We deliver product monetization 
at speed and with certainty, freeing you to develop and 
sell your products the way you want.


